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Figure 1: (Cover page) Cleaning of an early 20th Century ’photographic tin’. 

All images, if not stated, are courtesy Jolanta Tursa and myself.  
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Introduction  

About Myself 

My name is Miriam Kleingeltink, and I am a 28-year-old Canadian citizen currently 

studying in the MA Conservation (Art on Paper) programme at Camberwell College of 

Art. I have been residing in the UK for over 2 years now and after I complete the final 

upcoming year of my MA, I plan to stay in the UK to gain professional experience and 

continue my involvement in the active conservation community here.  

Having chosen to undertake the Art on Paper pathway at Camberwell, my focus is on 

the conservation and preservation of materials on paper. This includes prints, 

drawings, watercolours, and can be extended to my personal interests of 

photography, contemporary art and conservation mounting. Although the course 

does include a short introduction to photographic materials, I am hoping to 

supplement this learning with additional practical experience on my placements and 

through attending workshops. My previous BFA in Photography and my employment 

within a photography gallery have aided my passion to continue to build on my 

experiences and further develop my understanding of the 

relationship between the conservation of photographic 

materials and the conservation of paper.  

The Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship first came to my 

knowledge through 2 of my classmates, who had been 

generously awarded funding from the trust for their study 

placements the previous year. When I first got offered a 

placement at Fotomuseum (FoMu) in Belgium, I was 

determined to find the means to take up this opportunity 

and my classmates encouraged my application to the 

Fellowship.  

Itinerary of Travel and Visits 

 

26 June Arrival to Antwerp by the Eurostar from London.  

Attended the MA Degree Show at the Royal Academy of Fine Art, 

Antwerp. 

Figure 2: Jolanta and I at 

Antwerp Station. 
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27 June First day at FoMu with s staff barbeque and opening of 2 exhibitions.  

28 June  Evening visit to the Museum of Contemporary Art, Antwerp (M HKA). 

30 June Cycled to and explored the village of Doel (an almost abandoned 

village situated between a massive port and a nuclear power plant).  

1 July  Visited the Plantin-Moretus Museum, Antwerp. 

4 July  Attended a local artist exhibition opening at Forbidden City, Antwerp. 

7 July  Travelled by train to Ghent and explored the city. 

Visited the Museum of Fine Arts, Ghent.  

Visited the castle of Gravensteen, Ghent.  

Visited the Huis van Alijin, Ghent. 

14 July Cycled to Broechem (an annual mega flea market). 

15 July Explored the older areas of Antwerp by foot (architecture and antique 

shops).  

20 July Attended a local artist performance at Middleheim Park (located 

amongst an installation artwork from the Middleheim Museum). 

21 July Travelled by train to Brussels and explored the city. 

Browsed the Marolles Flea Market, Brussels,  

Visited Kanal Centre Pompidu, Brussels.  

Visited the Royal Museum of Fine Art of Belgium, Brussels. 

Visited the Magritte Museum, Brussels. 

22 July Visited Rubens House, Antwerp.  

26 July Final day at FoMu.  

  

*Extension of placement trip* 

 

27 July Travelled by train to Bruges, explored the city and stayed overnight. 

Climbed the Belfry of Bruges. 

28 July- 
30 July 

Travelled by car to the Ardennes where we camped. 

Explored local villages, castles and hikes.   

1 August- 
3 August 

Travelled by car through the Alsace region of France and camped. 

Explored local villages, lakes and hikes.  

3 August Took the Ferry from Dunkirk back to England (due to the heat wave, 

the Eurotunnel had extreme heat conditions and a 6 hour wait). 

  

Budget 

Jolanta and I were able to share expenses such as accommodation and food on our 

trip, which greatly reduced our costs and contributed to us staying within our budget. 

Together we shared a one-bedroom Airbnb in a culturally diverse area and together 

we cooked our breakfasts, dinners and packed our lunches every day. The initial 
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estimated cost of my trip was £1059 and the actual amount I spent was £998. This 

included travel insurance, food, accommodation, transport and a few conservation 

materials which we used during our placement. I was generously awarded £1000 from 

the Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship. 

Both of us are student members of ICOM, and therefore were able to save a 

considerable amount in visiting museums and exhibitions every weekend. In addition 

to these savings, I have a friend living in Antwerp, who was very generous and offered 

Jolanta and I the use of her and her friends City Bikes passes for the whole month of 

our trip. This allowed us to cycle 20 minutes to and from our accommodation to FoMu 

every day, for free, greatly reducing our transportation costs.  

It should also be noted that the extended week of my trip (traveling in Belgium and 

France) was taken with my boyfriend, therefore I did not include these costs in my 

budget, but still, choose to include it in my itinerary. There was an exception, half of 

the cost of the ferry trip back to England was included in my spending. 

Study Trip 

Our 4-week study trip took 

place at Fotomuseum, 

more commonly referred to 

as FoMu, in Antwerp, 

Belgium. Jolanta Tursa, my 

classmate at Camberwell 

and fellow grant awardee, 

also has a keen interest in 

the conservation of photographic materials and we were able to undergo this 

placement together. Our placement dates were from the 27th of June until the 26th of 

July and we would be working from 9am to approximately 5pm from Monday to 

Friday.  

This placement focused on a variety of photographic materials, including condition 

reporting, cleaning and rehousing of acetate negatives, glass plate negatives and 

positives and lantern slides. Also, we had the opportunity to clean metal tins that had 

Figure 4: Paul Kooiker – Untitled (nude) exhibition at FoMu 
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photographic reproductions printed on them, clean dust and treat mould from an 

oversize large format camera, test adhesives used with photography and remove 

library labels from rare photographic publications.  

We were supervised by Sofie Mewes, the Photo Conservator at FoMu, and the only 

conservator there.  

Placement Overview  

Antwerp – Geographic, Historical and Current Views  

Belgium itself has a very diverse cultural presence and a very interesting history, as 

does the city of Antwerp. The country is separated into three communities or regions; 

there is the small German-speaking area to the east, the French-speaking region of 

Wallonia to the south, and then there is the predominantly Dutch-speaking region of 

Flanders, which is the northern area. Antwerp is located in the northeast of the 

country and therefore in Flanders and where we spent most of our time.  

 

 

 

Antwerp is the capital city of the province of Antwerp, in Flanders. In Belgium, it is the 

second in size to Brussels, although it does feel like quite a small city, the city and area 

surrounding has a population of 1,200,000. The river Scheldt runs through the city and 

leads into the North Sea, and this has been a major reason the city has been of such 

geographical and historical significance in Europe over many centuries. There is a long 

Figure 5: Map of Belgium, with arrow pointing to 

Antwerp  

Image source: lonelyplanet.com 

 

Figure 6: Map of Antwerp, with arrow 

on the right pointing to our flat and 

the one on the left, to FoMu  

Image source:  
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history of trade and financial success and the Port of Antwerp is currently the 2nd to 

largest port in Europe. Some of the remaining gothic, baroque, renaissance, modern 

and art nouveau architecture throughout the city are evidence of the prosperity that 

has been there. 

Our rented accommodation was in the culturally diverse area of Borgerhout in 

Antwerp. Some people regard this as the rougher bit of the city, although we were 

very comfortable and found plenty of affordable shops and trendy places to enjoy a 

fine Belgian beer. We stayed in a one-bedroom flat that had a spacious patio (which 

was a surprise to us), where we enjoyed many of our evening dinners.   

We also found Antwerp to be an extremely cycle-friendly city, which greatly benefited 

us. My friend who has been living in Antwerp, Julia, had 2 yearly prepaid cards (Velo 

passes) for the city bikes and she was able to lend them to us for the duration of our 

trip. There would be stations everywhere in the city where we could tap our card and 

a bike would be unlocked from the station and when we were finished with the bike 

there was always a station nearby to drop off the bike (figure 6). Every day we would 

cycle approximately 20-25 minutes to FoMu, and 20-25 back to our accommodation 

after our placement. The Velo card made it very easy to get around the city.  

Introduction to FoMu 

Fotomuseum, or more commonly referred to as FoMu, the current institutional name, 

was first realised 1965 through the exhibition, 125 Years of Photography. The work in 

this this exhibition soon became the origins of FoMu’s permanent and growing 

collection that was dedicated to the history of photography. After many changes of 

people, locations and names over the years, in 1986 the museum moved into the 

Figure 6, 7, 8: A city bikes station; Jolanta enjoying the patio; Our kitchen in our flat.  
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space which has been their home since. There have been many renovations of the 

space, but with a modernised renovation completed in 2004, they opened as 

Fotomuseum. 

In more recent years they have acquired additional plots beside theirs, and expanded 

even further to add what is called the Collections Tower, completed in 2016. This 

aspect of the building can be seen in figure 9, as the grey building that runs the whole 

length of the brown brick building seen in front. This addition, resulted in a passive 

concept building (using a special type of brick to measure and regulate the 

temperature), to leave a carbon neutral footprint and offer 2 new exhibition spaces, 

a library facility, and 4 new storage spaces for the collection. Although the space has 

been complete for nearly 2 years, much of it remains empty so that the space can be 

properly evaluated for seasonal condition assessment, any possible issues with 

moisture and temperature. In the first year, there was a moisture problem that was 

observed, so after stabilising the problem, there was one further year to re-monitor 

the environment to make it as stable as possible prior to storing collection items in 

this space.  

The new storage facilities differ drastically from the previous storage facilities (which 

will still be used to store much of the industrial photographic equipment in the 

collection, large cameras that cannot easily be moved and other more durable 

collection items).  

Figure 9, 10: FoMu building since 1986 with the newly renovated passive building behind; One of 

the new storage rooms that is now starting to be used. 
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FoMu has over 3500 cameras and camera related equipment, as well as many more 

photographic objects. Many of the smaller cameras will be stored in Pick & Pluck foam 

(figure 12), then in RACO boxes, which then are stored in shelves.  

While we were at FoMu, we agreed to be part of the 

exhibition, Collections in Transit, which was a display 

of the museum collection, it’s preservation, the 

conservation of it, as well as the moving of much of 

the collection to the new tower block building. Our 

role was to work on our projects in the glass 

conservation unit in the centre of the exhibition 

space.  This meant that people were able to watch us 

from the other side of the glass as we were working, 

in time, we got used to this. Although we would see 

Sophie every day, we worked quite independently 

from her, due to our location in the exhibition and her location on a different floor of 

the building. We were given a lot of freedoms to problem solve and do our own 

research while we were working. We were given materials to work with, not always 

the ideal quality, but based on the budget and limitations, these were the materials 

we had to work with.  

While we were working there, we also were given tours of the old and new store 

rooms, the library, exhibition spaces and the official conservation studio. We were 

given short lectures on preservation management, including previous disasters and 

the active pest management programme, as well as a tour of the framing workshop. 

Figure 11, 12: One of the new storage spaces; Camera collection housed in Pick & Pluck foam. 

 

Figure 13: Our conservation 

studio. View from the exhibition. 
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Conservation Projects  
 

Le Lynx Archive 

The Le Lynx Archive, also known as the Joseph Quatannens Archive, has been part of 

the collection at FoMu since 1997, and contains over 12,000 photographic negatives 

from the 1920s to the 1970s. This archive, is what remains of a prominent Belgian 

photo agency, and is a very significant visual record of Belgian history and culture. The 

collection is predominantly glass plate negatives, but does also contain sheet and roll 

film, and all were housed in acidic film boxes, unstable paper envelopes and degrading 

glassine sleeves.   

The Collections and Conservation team have been 

working on numbering, describing, conserving and 

rehousing each negative over the last 8 years, and 

it was the first project Sofie worked on when she 

was hired as a conservator. On our first day, we 

were introduced to this project and worked on it 

consistently in between the other tasks throughout 

the 4 weeks. Our role was to condition assess, clean and rehouse the negatives.  

For condition assessing, we used an assessment form which had a list of the different 

types of damages that we might encounter. Because the form was in Dutch, Sofie did 

go through the English translations with us on our first day, and by later in the week 

we were starting to know the Dutch words for dirt, mould, staining, vinegar syndrome, 

bubbles, etc. As well as ticking the forms of deterioration that were evident, we also 

noted down on the condition report any handwritten notes that were on the original 

paper envelope. We were also given the option to wear nitrate gloves or to not wear 

gloves, ultimately Jolanta and I found it most comfortable and safe to wear one glove 

on the hand that would handle the negative most often.  

Figure 14: Condition assessment 

of a glass plate negative. 
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After removing the negative from its original packaging 

(figure 15) and assessing its condition, we would clean it 

with a soft brush on both the carrier side and the 

emulsion side (with strokes from the centre to the 

outside). For a glass plate negative, we would further 

clean the carrier side with either a 30/70, 50/50 or 70/30 

ethanol/water solution, based on the presence of 

mould. A wooden skewer was used along with some 

cotton, to roll a swab to apply the ethanol/water 

solution. Lastly, to remove the solution from the glass, 

Kleenex tissue was used. 

A negative was then placed in silver safe four-flap 

enclosure, with the flaps folded in a sequence: the 

bottom, the top, the right, then left. The sequence of 

folding is to ensure that the negative will not be able to 

slid out of the bottom when handled. After folding, an 

individual collection number is to be written on the top 

right corner of the front of each four-flap. Then, they are 

to be placed in a box.  

The boxes to house the negatives where unfortunately cardboard. Sofie, the 

conservator at FoMu, was aware of the risks involved with this material, it was also 

said that these would only be housed in these boxes for a few years - until there was 

further funding for archival boxes. She had tested the acidity of the box, just to be 

aware, and found that the coating on the outside of the box was acid-free, although 

the inside of the box was found to be unfortunately acidic. Due to financial restrictions, 

these were the boxes that had to be used. Hopefully the Photographic Activity Test 

approved 4-flaps will act as a protector.  

The boxes themselves are also labelled with the acquisition numbers of the contents 

inside the box. Further, these boxes would then be placed in RACO boxes and placed 

on shelves in a cool controlled environment.  

Figure 15, 16, 17: An original 

negative box; Cleaning using a 

cotton swab; Our method of 

placing/labelling rehoused 

negatives. 
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One very fascinating aspect of this project was to see, identify and understand 

different types of deterioration, as seen on the acetate negative in figures 18 and 19. 

It was a pleasure to work on the final boxes of negatives from such a large collection. 

In addition to deterioration, we also came across broken glass plate negatives. After 

doing some research and trials we adapted the housing to accomadate the fragile 

nature of these. 

From looking at multiple websites, trying different methods, a functional method of 

storing broken glass plate negatives was agreed on. Although it may be time 

consuming, only few negatives need this treatment, therefore it is worth it. 

Each of the broken glass plates had their own box - a custom fit piece of Ethafoam 

archival foam (inert closed-cell polyethylene foam material) was laid on the base, then 

we cut out the shape of our segments in a second piece of the foam in the shapes of 

the broken segments (figure 20).  

We felt uneasy with the negative being in direct contact with the slightly rough foam 

surface. Also, when the box moved, the negative would slide between the 2 pieces of 

Figure 18, 19: Support side: acetate negative with vinegar syndrome, tunnelling, bubbles and 

anti-halo layer detaching; Same negative: emulsion side. 

 

Figure 20, 21: Ethofoam support for broken negative; Cleaning small segments. 
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foam and was therefore at risk of colliding with one another. To prevent this from 

occurring, after cutting the Ethafoam, we outlined the segments on a piece of 

silversafe paper. The sides of the paper were bent up along the outline and created a 

sort of pull-tab to safely insert that could easily remove each segment of the negative 

if needed (figure 22-25). 

Following this, to further prevent the negative from moving, a 3rd and 4th piece of foam 

was placed on top, to fill the box, keep the fit tight and prevent any movement. Once 

the box is closed, the box is labelled with the individual collection number and FRAGILE 

is written on the box. 

 

Le Reu donation  

As a second task we were given a collection of lantern slides 

and glass positives to condition assess, surface clean and 

rehouse in a similar manner as Le Lynx. This collection was 

much smaller (only a couple of days work) and was 

identified as a donation from Le Reu. The images in the 

collection were fascinating and very diverse, each with a 

caption written on the slide. Images were identified from 

China, India, a major flood in Paris and were of common 

people, entertainment, disasters, landscapes and 

architecture. Working on these images was very pleasing as 

the captions and images made the subject matter 

relatable.  

Figure 22, 23, 24, 25: Sequence of making a storage solution for a broken glass plate negative. 

 

Figure 26: Glass positives 

showing varying tones. 
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The steps we look with this collection were almost identical to the cleaning and 

condition reporting of Le Lynx, but the images had slightly different signs of 

deterioration and the cleaning varied slightly. These slides were positive glass plates 

with retouching or lantern slides - the photographic emulsion (adhered to one of the 

2 plates) and a black paper window mat sandwiched between two glass plates, then 

taped together. Some slides seemed to be reproductions, seen due to the grainy 

nature of the image and text from a publication evident. Surface dirt, fingerprints, 

seeping adhesive (from the black tape), mirroring and mould were common on these 

slides. 

The steps taken: 

1. Remove the slide from the box, first assessing and recording the damage and 

deterioration visible. The sandwiched inner emulsion and the outer glass.  

2. While wearing a nitrate glove in one hand and holding the slide carefully, brush 

both sides from the inside of the surface to the edge in a union jack pattern 

with a soft synthetic brush.  

3. Using a 30/70 ethanol/water solution and a cotton swab, gently clean (in a 

circular motion) both sides of glass, following with a soft tissue to remove any 

residue. Caution should be taken with the retouched positives, as painted 

areas could be removed with this type of cleaning, if these are large areas then 

it is best to only surface clean with a soft brush. 

4. Place object in a silver safe four-flap enclosure and fold flaps in the correct 

order (as done in Le Lynx), label and return to original box for storage.   

Figure 27, 28: Retouching on a positive; A lantern slide.  
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The donated collection from Le Rue was enjoyable to work on partially because of the 

diversity of subject matter and tones, but also to learn about the construction of a 

lantern slide and the materials used.  

 

The ‘Mammoet’ Camera 

FoMu has a large collection of cameras and one of them is larger then all of the others. 

This is the ‘Mammoet’ camera, the Flemish word for Mammoth, called this because 

of its extraordinary size (at almost 6 meters long) and weight. It is part of the same 

exhibition that our glass studio was in, Collections in Transit, but has been stored in 

this same position for years during the renovation of the building, and had a lot of 

settled dust.   

The camera itself was made in the 1920s and was used to make reproductions of 

maps. The glass plate that is fitted to the back of the camera measures approximately 

1 meter by 1.2 meters and would be used to make a contact reproduction print of the 

map photographed. The base, the camera itself and the hardware of the camera are 

both metal and wood, where as the bellows are made of both linen and leather on the 

outside and the inside structure of the bellows is said to be a type of cardboard. 

Figure 29: Using a conservation vacuum and a brush to clean the bellows of the ‘Mammoet’. 
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Jolanta and I spent 2 full days cleaning the camera, while the exhibition was open to 

the public. In the images below, you can see the dust that has gathered on part of the 

base of the camera, and the mould on the bottom of the bellows (which was a surprise 

we found later on our first day (figure 31)).  

To start, we used soft bristle synthetic brushes and a vacuum with a HEPA filter to 

brush the dust into. The linen was difficult to clean with the brush, as the dust had 

settled in its fibrous surface, so I went over it gently a few times. Also, because the 

bellows naturally have many narrow folds, it may have been helpful to have a couple 

smaller sizes of brushes. The brushes were sometimes not enough to remove the layer 

of dust on the metal and wood elements, so afterwards we used a soft tissue to pick 

up residue. In small joining areas and details, we carefully used a cotton swab to 

remove dirt. 

The next morning, we asked advice from Sofie on how to clean the white and yellow 

mould that was on the base of the bellows and some of the wooden elements in the 

same area. We were advised to use 100% ethanol and soft disposable tissues, while 

wearing protective masks and gloves.    

We found that the majority of the mould was removed without leaving staining, 

although if we used the disposable tissue too long, it would leave a white flaky residue. 

In some smaller, hard-to-reach areas we had to use a cotton swab with ethanol as 

well.  

Figure 30, 31: Surface dirt on the base of the camera; White and yellow mould on the bellows. 
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Cleaning the ‘Mammoet’ camera was a very exciting project. Being so close to such an 

unusual piece of history and working on something that is quite large turned out to 

be quite physical work. It was also a pleasure to work collaboratively with Jolanta and 

work out a plan for where we were going to start, who was going to clean each area 

and what the best method/technique was for each material.  

  

 

Photographic Cookie Tins of the Royal Family  

The collection of photographic cookie tins of the Royal Belgian family has been a more 

recent and gradual acquisition at FoMu. Definitely not the most unusual historic 

photographic item in their collection, but it is still something that you do not often see 

in a museum. Sofie, the conservator, frequents flea markets and now is always on the 

look out for these collectible cookie tins, some of which are extraordinarily beautiful.  

Our aim was to clean the tins of surface dirt 

and remove any unoriginal price labels from 

flea markets or antique shops. Upon 

cleaning many of the more contemporary 

tins, we often found chocolate or cookie 

crumbs, which we brushed away. A bowl of 

deionized water should be prepared, as well as a bowl of slightly soapy deionized 

water. We used Dreft, which is the Belgian version of the UK brand of dish soap, Fairy. 

Only a peanut size amount is needed for the bowl.  

Process: 

Figure 32, 33: Cleaning of the mould with a 100% ethanol solution. 

 

Figure 34: Set up for cleaning the tins. 
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1. Remove any extra packing material or any cookie crumbs from the tin. With a 

soft haired brush, clean the whole of the object so there is no loose dust (figure 

35). 

2. With the soapy water solution and a sponge gently, in a circular motion, apply 

the movement to every surface of the tin (inside and out) (figure 36). 

3. Using deionized water and a soft microfibre towel, wipe down the whole of 

the tin again, in order to remove any soapy residues (figure 37).  

4. Using a second microfibre towel, a dry one, dry the whole of the tin to remove 

any moisture, to prevent further rusting.  

5. If there are adhesive price labels to be removed, test a small area with 30/70 

ethanol/water to make sure the paint or the metal coating is not affected. If it 

is not, use the solution and a cotton swab to remove the label (figure 39). 

 

Many of these times many have been in a kitchen, cupboard, flea market, shop or 

storage for many years and have not typically been cherished or in a clean 

environment. On many tins, there was a dramatic difference in appearance after they 

were cleaned.  

Figure 35, 36, 37: Using a brush; Using a sponge with detergent; Using deionized water with cloth 

Figure 38, 39: Showing the right half of the tin clean and the left untouched; Residue removal. 
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Caution should also be taken when using any concentration of ethanol/water, as some 

of the tins paint showed signs of dulling as well as some tins had a transparent anti-

rusting layer that could be removed with a label. In these cases, we opted to leave the 

label for the time being.   

It was a good experience to work with a different material related to photographic 

objects, such as metal. Something we think of as so durable, can be so easily scratched 

or damaged while cleaning with the wrong materials.  

Additional Projects 

In addition to the larger projects, we also worked on some smaller projects. These 

included, preparing rare photographic publications for an upcoming exhibition, 

experimenting with adhesives, packing photographs and large frames for storage or 

transport, and a short introduction to framing.   

In preparation for an 

exhibition of photography 

publications early next year, 

one of the curators at FoMu 

had us surface clean a few 

historic photographic 

publications, while also placing 

the task on us to remove 

library labels from others. The 

curator has been collecting hundreds of publications, many of them rare, and has 

therefore purchased many used and former library book.  

As seen in figures 40 and 41, Jolanta and I were successful in removing the labels on 

many different types of book cloth, paper dust jackets and coated plastic covers. In 

each case, we started with using mechanical removal and following this we often used 

deionized water or a 30/70 ethanol/water solution to further remove any tacky 

residue or staining left on book cloth covers. Unfortunately, we were not able to 

remove the label in figure 41, which was painted on overtop of the gold lettering of 

the spine, then written on in black marker. Both a mechanical and a solvent technique 

Figure 40, 41: Library labels; Labels removed.  
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was tested, but both were ineffective to the paint and were risky to the gold text on 

the spine.   

Sofie is very dedicated to testing all materials she uses and makes sure that she is 

familiar with a product, how to best use it and always looks into alternatives to make 

her own observations and comparisons. Adhesive tests for uses with photographic 

materials was a research project she started a few years ago, and is always adding to 

her binder of adhesives and her notes on how they age. Through her research and 

experience, she typically uses MEHC, Klucel H, Klucel G, and has even found that 

surprisingly (for some uses) a ‘Pritt Stick’ has very sufficient aging properties and can 

be used.  

After supplying us was a range of pre-made adhesives, photographs and papers to test 

with, giving us a sort of lecture on her methods, uses, experiences, we spent the next 

day going through the process of testing adhesives and making our own samples. In 

addition to the 8 papers that were supplied, Jolanta and I decided to purchase some 

tracing paper and some handmade Indian paper to supplement our results and relate 

it to a few more materials we would commonly see in paper conservation. In figures 

42 and 43 you and see the papers we tested, as well as the adhesives that we applied 

to each of the 10 chosen papers.  

We documented our results in a couple charts with our observations, gave ratings to 

each adhesive in relation to its application properties, its adhesion after one day, and 

plan to go back to these tests to further record their aging properties. We plan to 

continue this experiment with additional adhesives we find at college, as we have 

brought a supply of all our test papers home with us.    

Figure 42, 43: 10 types of papers used for testing; The range of adhesives we tested. 
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Another brief project for Jolanta and I was packing up both glazed and unglazed 

photographs for storage, and coming up with solutions to protect fastening hardware 

from damaging other works in storage (figures 44 and 45). Although I have done this 

at my previous employments, it was still very valuable to see another institutions 

preference of materials and methods.  

During a short framing lecture and demonstration, Sofie showed us how to use the 

mat cutting software FutureMatDesign, and explained to us the considerations of 

framing a photograph with Perspex or with glass (based on length of time, conditions 

and type of object). Different methods used of mounting with hinges and with photo 

corners where shown and described to us which still allow the object to breath and 

for the tension to change.  

External Visits and Local Activities   
 

While staying in Antwerp, we had the opportunity to visit many museums, galleries 

and even some local artist performances in our evenings and on the weekends. Many 

of the staff members and volunteers had 

suggestions of interesting places to go 

swimming, certain streets to walk down to 

see stunning architecture, as well as 

zummerbars (temporary summer venues 

in interesting locations with artist 

Figure 44, 45: Hanging hardware before packing; Ethofoam and filmoplast cover before packing. 

 

Figure 46: Garden at Plantin-Moretus. 
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installations) to go to in the evening to experience live music, local hangouts and 

watch the evening sunsets.  

In Antwerp, we went to the MA Degree exhibition at 

the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, we visited the 

Museum of Contemporary Art, Rubens House, Plantin-

Moretus Museum, as well as the exhibitions at FoMu. 

The Plantin-Moretus Museum was definitely a 

highlight, as it had been a major publishing house and 

printer for hundreds of years. There were elegant 

furnishings in the areas of the family home, 2 of the 

world’s oldest printing presses (at over 400 years old) 

in one of the workshops, stunning gardens and rooms 

full of significant publications (figures 46 and 47).    

We also had the opportunity to travel to both Ghent and to Brussels to explore the 

cities and see local museums. In the beautiful city of Ghent we went to the Museum 

of Fine Art, the House of Alijn, as well as explored the castle in the centre of the city. 

In the much larger city of Brussels, we [unexpectedly] got to experience the festivities 

of Belgian Independence Day while walking through the streets on our way to Marolles 

Flea Market, the newly opened Kanal Centre Pompidu, the Royal Museum of Fine Art 

of Belgium and the Magritte Museum.  

 

Figure 47: 400 year-old 

printing press at Plantin-

Moretus. 

 

Figure 48, 49: 19th century clocks at House of Alijin; Exhibition space at Kanal Centre Pompidu. 
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On a few weekends, we rented bikes for a whole 

day and cycled to nearby places. One of the 

locations, was the mostly abandoned village of 

Doel (a 50km round trip), a place located on a 

large river, with one of Europe’s largest ports on 

one side of it and a nuclear powerplant on the 

other. The port has been buying up the houses in 

the village since 2006 and most of the houses are now boarded up and covered in 

graffiti, since then the population has fell from over 2000 to 22 people.  

On another occasion, we cycled to the annual mega flea market called Broechem (in 

De Moervelden). We were able to find a few photographic objects that we were able 

to show Sofie afterwards, and hopefully we will work on in the coming year at college.  

 

As the weather was very warm all throughout the month, we made a trip to 

Boekenberg public outdoor swimming pond as well, 

which was extremely refreshing and located within 

a beautiful park that was only a 15-minute cycle 

from where we were staying. We also had the 

opportunity to go bouldering a couple times, as this 

is something Jolanta regularly enjoys, and I enjoyed 

it a lot. 

Figure 50: House in village of Doel. 

 

Figure 55, 52, 53: Cycling to the flea market; Flea market purchases; Bouldering.  

 

Figure 54: Boekenberg public 

outdoor swimming pond.  
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We were lucky to have my friends living in Antwerp, as well as have friends visit us 

during and after our placement. My friend Julia, was extremely helpful with suggesting 

affordable grocery shops, suggesting museums and exhibitions, as well as assisting in 

our understanding of the city. It was also very fortunate that my boyfriend and I were 

able to explore some of the small villages and nature in the rural areas of the Ardennes 

and in Alsace, France.  

Conclusion  

My experiences at FoMu gave me a lot of knowledge about the conservation of many 

different types of photographic materials and I was very fortunate to have such a 

generous conservator as our supervisor. Although I was hoping to gain experience 

with more technical treatment, when I was there, I realised that there is so much to 

know about the many different types of photographs and negatives, there is often 

limited funding, so much material in need of stabilisation and I still have much to learn.  

Cleaning the ‘Mammoet’ camera was definitely a highlight for me, as the results were 

very dramatic and the cleaning of the mould was a very important treatment for the 

preservation of the camera. Condition checking, cleaning and rehousing of the Le Lynx 

archive and the Le Reu donation, gave me the ability to recognize forms of damage 

and deterioration that prior to this placement I had only read about. The cleaning of 

the royal family cookie tins turned out to be very interesting, as I have not had the 

opportunity to work with metal objects before. The opportunity to test and 

experiment so freely with adhesives/substrates was very satisfying, and having been 

able to make a set of samples and take it back to London will definitely assist with my 

observations of aging adhesives. 

Figure 55, 56, 57: My friend Julia; Visiting a zummerbar with Jolanta and her friend Rasa; My 

boyfriend, Patrick, hiking in the Alsace region of France. 
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Having relaxed conversations with Sofie and Jolanta about the conservation 

profession in England, Belgium and the rest of Europe were very informative. It was 

also beneficial to discuss her role as a solo conservator in a large institution and to 

understand what the limitation and benefits can be.  

Having travelled to Antwerp for my placement has been extremely beneficial to my 

education and experiences. It has been inciteful to see different tools, methods, 

materials and ideas being used in a different country. Jolanta and I have been 

fortunate to have made a very good connection with Sofie and to have been able to 

immerse ourselves in the exploration of Belgian heritage and culture. I am very 

grateful to the trustees of The Zibby Garnett Travel Fellowship for giving me the 

opportunity to do my placement at Fotomuseum in Antwerp.  

  

  


